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Abstract—State-of-the-art studies show that FPGA-based hardware merge sorters (HMSs) can achieve superior performance compared with optimized algorithms on CPUs and GPUs. The performance of any HMS is proportional to its operating frequency \( F \) and the number of records that can be output each cycle \( E \). However, all existing HMSs have a problem that \( F \) drops significantly with increasing \( E \) due to the increase of the number of levels of gates. In this paper, we propose novel architectures for HMSs where the number of levels of gates is constant when \( E \) is increased. We implement some HMSs adopting the proposed architectures on a Virtex-7 FPGA. The evaluation shows that an HMS of \( E = 32 \) operates at 311MHz and achieves 3.13x higher throughput than the state-of-the-art HMS.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sorting is a fundamental operation used in a wide range of applications. Improving sorting performance is thus a critical issue that has been extensively studied for decades. Most of the efforts have been concentrated on enhancing sorting algorithms for general purpose CPUs [1], [2] or, more recently, GPUs [3], [4]. On the other hand, there has been interest in the hardware acceleration approach using FPGAs in recent years. State-of-the-art studies show that some hardware sorters can achieve superior performance compared with optimized sorting algorithms on CPUs and GPUs. For instance, the FPGA accelerator proposed by Casper and Oluokun [5] achieves a sorting throughput of 76.8 Gb/s, while recent studies of sorting on a computer with 16~32 processor cores [1], [2] report sorting throughputs of 30 Gb/s at most, and 50 Gb/s at most with a GPU [3], [4].

Most of existing hardware sorters are based on the merge operation. We call such a hardware sorter a hardware merge sorter. The main component of these sorters is a merge logic that combines two sorted sequences into one sorted sequence. The basic merge logic outputs one record per cycle [6]. To achieve higher throughput, there are several studies of merge logics that output two or more records per cycle. We call the merge logic that can output \( E \) records per cycle an \( E \)-record merge logic \((E \geq 2)\).

Each record to be sorted is divided into a key field and a data field, and the key field is used for comparing and reordering records. Throughout the paper, we simply say “the comparison of two records” for the comparison of the keys of the two records. Similarly, we refer to a record with a large/small key as “a large/small record”. We assume that the sorting order is ascending.

The throughput of an \( E \)-record merge logic is the product of \( E \) and its operating frequency \( F \). Thus, it is highly desirable to increase both \( E \) and \( F \). However, existing merge logic architectures have a problem that the number of levels of gates increases with increasing \( E \), and therefore \( F \) decreases. This problem makes it difficult to implement high-performance hardware merge sorters.

We classify existing \( E \)-record merge logics into two models, model (a) and model (b), as described in Fig. 1. In this figure and all figures below, \( R \) is the bit width of a record. These merge logics merge two sequences:

\[ A = \{a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_{n-1} \mid a_0 \leq a_1 \leq \cdots \leq a_{n-1}\} \quad \text{and} \quad \mathbb{B} = \{b_0, b_1, \ldots, b_{m-1} \mid b_0 \leq b_1 \leq \cdots \leq b_{m-1}\}.

Firstly, we describe the behavior of the \( E \)-record merge logic in model (a). Previous work [7] adopts this model. It consists of two sets of FIFOs, two input managers and a merger.

Each set of FIFOs consists of \( E \) FIFOs whose data width is \( R \). Two sorted sequences \( A \) and \( B \) are stored in these two sets of FIFOs and the records are located as shown in Fig. 1(a). The merger takes as its inputs two sets of sorted \( E \) records and outputs the \( E \) smallest records among them in sorted order.

For example, in Fig. 1(a), we suppose that

\[ a_0 \leq a_1 \leq b_0 \leq a_2 \leq b_1 \leq b_2 \leq a_3 \leq b_3. \]

Thus, \( E \) records \( \{a_0, a_1, b_0, a_2\} \) marked with gray color are dequeued from their respective FIFOs. After that, \( E \) records at the front of each of two sets of FIFOs are \( \{a_4, a_5, a_6, a_3\} \) and \( \{b_4, b_1, b_2, b_3\} \). Here, \( E \) records at the front of each of two sets of FIFOs are not in sorted order and must be reordered because each of the two sets of \( E \) records input into the merger must be in sorted order.

The numbers of levels of gates in the merger and the two sets of FIFOs can be constant with respect to \( E \). However, each input manager reorders the records from a set of FIFOs using an \( E \times E \) crossbar and thus the number of levels of gates
is increased with increasing $E$. This results in a significant frequency degradation when $E$ is increased.

Secondly, we describe the behavior of model (b). Previous work [5] adopts this model. It consists of two FIFOs, a selector logic and a merge network. Each FIFO stores a sorted sequence. The merge operation is performed as follows. First, the selector logic compares the two records at the front of two FIFOs and selects the FIFO containing the smaller record. After that, $E$ records of the selected FIFO are input into the merge network. The merge network outputs a sorted sequence at the throughput of $E$ records per cycle. We refer to the merge network with $E$ input/output records per cycle as an $E$-record merge network.

In cycle 1, the two records at the front of two FIFOs, 1 and 2, are compared in the selector logic. Since $1 \leq 2$, four records \{1, 3, 5, 7\} in the upper FIFO are input into the merge network. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback records in the sort logic, outputs the four smallest records \{0, 0, 0, 0\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{1, 3, 5, 7\}. The merge network sorts eight records consisting of four input records and four feedback registers \{1, 3, 5, 7\}, the merge network outputs the four smallest records \{1, 2, 3, 4\}, and feeds back the four largest records \{5, 6, 7, 8\}.

In cycle 3, the operation is performed in the same manner, except the operation of the selector logic. The selector logic selects the upper FIFO because all records in the other FIFO have been dequeued \(^2\). In this manner, the $E$-record merge logic merges two sorted sequences.

Model (b) does not require any record reordering between the FIFOs and the merge network. However, the problem is in the merge network. The $E$-record merge network in [5] is based on Batcher’s odd-even merge algorithm [9] and its critical path logic consists of $1 + \log_2 E$ sets of a 2-input multiplexer and a comparator. The critical path logic of another $E$-record merge network [8] consists of a $2E$-input multiplexer and the accompanying selector logic circuit. Thus, when $E$ is increased, the number of levels of gates in these merge networks increases and their operating frequencies decrease.

There are two ways in order to realize a high-performance hardware merge sorter: (1) to implement the input managers whose number of levels of gates is constant with respect to $E$ in model (a), or (2) to implement the merge network whose number of levels of gates is constant with respect to $E$ in model (b). The first approach may be difficult because eliminating the crossbar switches of the input managers is not simple. Therefore, we focus on model (b) in Fig. 1.

The purpose of this research is to propose a high-performance hardware merge sorter. The key contributions of this paper are as follows.

1) To work correctly, any existing $E$-record merge logic of model (b) requires $E$ feedback registers in the merge network. We revisit the role and characteristics of the feedback registers, and show that $E - 1$ feedback registers are necessary and sufficient.

2) The merge network architectures for hardware merge sorters proposed in this paper are the first ones where the number of levels of gates is constant when $E$, the number of records that can be output per cycle, is increased. Our hardware merge sorters achieve significantly higher frequencies compared to existing hardware merge sorters.

3) We implement, synthesize, and evaluate some hardware merge sorters adopting the proposed architectures on a
Fig. 3. An example behavior of a part of the $E$-record merge logic to explain why $E - 1$ feedback records are necessary. In this example, $E = 4$ and $R$ is the record width.

Fig. 4. An example behavior of merging two sorted sequences \{1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15\} and \{2, 4, 6, 8\}, which are the same as the ones in Fig. 2, using a 4-record merge logic which feeds back three records in each cycle. In this example, $E = 4$ and $R$ is the record width.

Virtex-7 VX485T FPGA. The evaluation shows that a hardware merge sorter which can output 32 records per cycle operates at 311MHz and achieves 3.13x higher throughput than the state-of-the-art hardware merge sorter [7].

II. MERGE NETWORK

A. Role and characteristics of feedback registers

In the previous studies [5], [8], the number of feedback registers of an $E$-record merge logic is $E$. However, these studies do not provide any explanation of why $E$ feedback registers are necessary. Therefore, before proposing new merge network architectures, we revisit the role and characteristics of feedback registers. We found that $E - 1$ feedback registers are necessary and sufficient for correct merge operation.

Fig. 3 shows the example behavior of a part of the $E$-record merge logic to explain why $E - 1$ feedback registers are necessary ($E = 4$ in this example). Here, we merge two sequences $A$ and $B$ defined in the previous section. We define $S_t$ as the set of all records that are output from the selector logic from cycle 1 to cycle $t$.

In the initial state, two FIFOs $A$ and $B$ contain all records of sequences $A$ and $B$ respectively. In cycle 1, the selector logic compares two head records $a_0$ and $b_0$. We suppose that $a_0 \leq b_0$, and thus $E$ records $\{a_0 \sim a_3\}$ are output from the selector logic. Here, $S_1 = \{a_0 \sim a_3\}$.

In cycle 2, the selector logic compares $a_4$ and $b_0$ and we suppose that $a_4 > b_0$. So $\{b_0 \sim b_3\}$ are output from the selector logic. Here, $S_2 = \{a_0 \sim a_3, b_0 \sim b_3\}$. Since $a_0 \leq b_0$ as we assumed in cycle 1 and $b_0 \leq b_1 \leq b_2 \leq b_3$, the record $a_0$ is smaller than or equal to $b_0 \sim b_3$ which are the output records in this cycle. Therefore, the three records $a_1 \sim a_3$ highlighted in Fig. 3 (cycle 2) are the only records in $S_1$ that may be larger than $b_0$.

In cycle 3, the selector logic compares $a_4$ and $b_4$, we suppose that $a_4 \leq b_4$. So $\{a_4 \sim a_7\}$ are output from the selector logic. Since $a_4 > b_0$ as we assumed in cycle 2 and $a_4 \leq a_5 \leq a_6 \leq a_7$, the record $b_0$ is smaller than $a_4 \sim a_7$ which are the output records in this cycle. It is obvious that $a_0 \sim a_3$ are smaller than of equal to $a_4$. Therefore, the three records $b_1 \sim b_3$ highlighted in Fig. 3 (cycle 3) are the only records in $S_2$ that may be larger than $a_4$.

In this example of the 4-record merge logic, in cycle $t$, there exists a case in which three records in $S_{t-1}$ are larger than the records output from the selector logic and input into the merge network. Thus, three largest records of $S_{t-1}$ must be kept (fed back) in the merge network to be merged with the records output from the selector logic in cycle $t$. In general, for an $E$-record merge network, $E - 1$ feedback registers are necessary for correct merge operation.

Fig. 4 shows the example behavior of a 4-record merge logic which has three feedback registers. The two sorted sequences are the same as the ones in Fig. 2. In cycle 1, $\{0, 0, 0, 1\}$ are output from the merge network. The records $\{2, 3, 4, 5\}$ and $\{6, 7, 8, 9\}$ are output in cycle 2 and 3 respectively. Note that the output timing of the records is slightly different from the behavior of Fig. 2. We can see that the two sequences are merged correctly. From this example, we can see that $E - 1$ feedback registers are sufficient for correct merge operation.

As described before, every existing merge network [5], [8] has $E$ feedback registers to store $E$ feedback records, and thus one feedback register is wasteful.
B. Basic idea towards the proposed merge networks

Fig. 5 shows the basic idea towards the proposed merge networks in the case $E = 4$. According to the analysis in section II-A, the merge network has $E - 1$ feedback registers labeled $f_i$ (1 ≤ $i$ ≤ $E - 1$). The situation of the merge network here is the same as that in cycle 2 in Fig. 4.

The merge network has $E - 1$ sort logics, each of which is a combinational circuit which sorts $E + 1$ records including $E$ sorted records and one feedback record. The sort logics are labeled 1st, 2nd, etc. from the input to the output of the merge network.

The register $f_i$’s output is connected with the input of the $i$-th sort logic. The largest record among the $E + 1$ output records of the $i$-th sort logic is fed back to the register $f_i$. We define that $v_i$ is the record stored in $f_i$. Like in the merge network in Fig. 4, these feedback records are set to the smallest value of all records at the initial state. Based on the operation of the sort logics, we have: $v_{f_1} ≥ v_{f_2} ≥ v_{f_3}$ at any cycle.

We explain the correctness of the merge network depicted in Fig. 5. Let $S$ be the set of seven records consisting of four input records {2, 4, 6, 8} and three feedback records {3, 5, 7}. The 1st sort logic sorts five records {2, 4, 6, 8, 7}, outputs the four smallest records {2, 4, 6, 7} in sorted order, and feeds back the largest record 8 which is also the largest record of $S$. The 2nd sort logic sorts {2, 4, 6, 7, 5}, outputs {2, 4, 5, 6}, and feeds back 7 which is the second largest record of $S$. The 3rd sort logic sorts {2, 4, 5, 6, 3}, outputs {2, 3, 4, 5}, and feeds back 6 which is the third largest record of $S$.

Therefore, the merge network outputs {2, 3, 4, 5} which are the four smallest records of $S$ in sorted order and feeds back {6, 7, 8} which are the three largest records of $S$ to registers $f_1$, $f_2$ and $f_3$ so that $v_{f_1} ≥ v_{f_2} ≥ v_{f_3}$. The output of this merge network is the same as that in cycle 2 in Fig. 4.

The E-record merge network using $E - 1$ sort logics in Fig. 5 outputs the $E$ smallest records in sorted order and feeds back the $E - 1$ largest records every cycle. In this manner, the output record sequence of this merge network is identical to the one of the merge network in Fig. 4 when their input record sequences are the same.

C. $(E - 1)$-stage pipelined E-record merge network

We propose two novel merge networks whose number of levels of gates is constant with increasing $E$, the number of input/output records per cycle. The first one is a pipelined merge network which is based on the merge network in Fig. 5. The second one is described in the next section.

We firstly show an example behavior of the merge network in Fig. 5 from cycle 1 to cycle 2 in Fig. 6. In this example, $E = 4$ and we assume that 0 is the smallest record of all records and all feedback records are initialized to 0 as described in section I. We define $r_i$ as the set of $E$ records input into the merge network from the selector logic in cycle $i$.

In cycle 1, the set of $E$ records input into the merge network is $r_1$. $E + 1$ records consisting of $r_1$ and 0, the initial feedback record, are input into the 1st sort logic. Then, the sort logic outputs the $E$ smallest records to the 2nd sort logic and feeds back the largest record. We call the feedback record $f_1^1$ and the set of the remaining $E$ output records $r_2^1$. Similarly, the $i$-th sort logic (2 ≤ $i$ ≤ $E - 1$) takes as its input $E + 1$ records consisting of $r_i^1$ and 0, outputs the smallest $E$ records ($r_{i+1}^1$), and feeds back the largest record ($f_i^2$). The set of $E$ records output by the merge network in this cycle is $r_i^E$.

In cycle 2, the set of $E$ records input into the merge network is $r_1^2$. We label the feedback record and the $E$ records output by each sort logic in the same manner as in cycle 1. Note that the feedback records input into the sort logics in this cycle are not 0 but the records fed back in cycle 1. The set of $E$
records output by the merge network in this cycle is \( r^2_{E} \).

Secondly, we describe our pipelined merge network. Fig. 7 shows this merge network and its example behavior from cycle 2 to cycle 5. The dark gray boxes in this figure are the inserted pipeline registers. They are initialized with the sets of \( E \) smallest records which are 0 in our example. These sets of records are labeled 0 in this figure. This is necessary to keep the feedback record of the \( i \)-th sort logic 0 until \( r^1_i \) is input into it for correct merge operation.

In cycle 2, \( E + 1 \) records consisting of \( r^1_1 \) and 0, the initial feedback record, are input into the 1st sort logic. These input records are the same input records in cycle 1 of the 1st sort logic in Fig. 6. Therefore, the output records are also the same, which are \( r^1_2 \) and \( f^2_1 \). \( r^1_1 \) is stored in a pipeline register and \( f^2_1 \) is fed back.

In cycle 3, \( r^1_2 \) and 0 are input into the 2nd sort logic. These input records are the same input records in cycle 1 of the 2nd sort logic in Fig. 6. Therefore, the output records are \( r^1_3 \) and \( f^2_2 \).

In cycle 4, \( r^1_3 \) and 0 are input into the 3rd sort logic. These input records are the same input records in cycle 1 of the 3rd sort logic in Fig. 6. Therefore, the output records are \( r^1_4 \) and \( f^2_3 \). \( r^1_3 \) is output from the merge network in this cycle.

As a result, the \( E \) output records in cycle 4 of the merge network in Fig. 7 are the same as those in cycle 1 of the merge network in Fig. 6. In the same manner, in Fig. 7, the input records of the 1st sort logic in cycle 3, the 2nd sort logic in cycle 4 and the 3rd sort logic in cycle 5 are the same as those in cycle 2 of the sort logics in Fig. 6. Therefore, the set of \( E \) output records in cycle 5 of the merge network in Fig. 7 is \( r^2_5 \) which is the same as that in cycle 2 of the merge network in Fig. 6.

It is obvious from the above example that the outputs of two merge networks in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 are the same with the same input. Thus, the merge network of Fig. 7 also operates correctly.

Fig. 8 shows the block diagram of our proposed merge network with \( E - 1 \) pipeline stages. The sort logic of each pipeline stage consists of \( E \) comparators, two 2-input multiplexers, and \( E - 1 \) 3-input multiplexers.

Since the sorting operation in a sort logic is done by inserting the feedback record into \( E \) sorted records, the multiplexer which outputs the \( i \)-th (\( 2 \leq i \leq E \)) smallest record is a 3-input multiplexer and its three inputs include the feedback record and the \((i - 1)\)-th and \( i \)-th smallest records of the \( E \) sorted records. The multiplexer which outputs the smallest record is a 2-input multiplexer and its two inputs are the feedback record and the smallest record of the \( E \) sorted records. The multiplexer which outputs the largest record is also a 2-input multiplexer and its two inputs are the feedback record and the largest record of the \( E \) sorted records.

Therefore, \( E \) affects the numbers of pipeline stages, multiplexers and comparators. \( E \) does not affect the number of levels of gates.

This proposed merge network has two major advantages. First, the critical path logic is simple because it includes only one comparator of two keys and one 3-input multiplexer. This results in a significant frequency improvement compared with existing merge networks. The other advantage is that the number of levels of gates is constant with increasing \( E \).

D. \( 2(E - 1) \)-stage pipelined \( E \)-record merge network

To improve the frequency of the merge network in Fig. 8, we propose a more deeply pipelined merge network.

Fig. 9 shows our \( 2(E - 1) \)-stage pipelined \( E \)-record merge network. The key and the data of each record are processed in separate datapaths. The idea here is to divide each sort logic in Fig. 8 into two pipeline stages as below.

- The first stage compares the key of each input record with the key of the feedback record and feeds back the largest key.
- The second stage selects the output records of the sort logic and feeds back the data of the record whose key is the largest key determined in the previous pipeline stage.

The dark gray boxes in Fig. 9 are the additional pipeline registers. To maintain the throughput of \( E \) records per cycle, the sort logic feeds back the largest one among all keys input to the sort logic.

The critical path logic of the first pipeline stage consists of one comparator of two keys and one 2-input multiplexer of keys. The critical path logic of the second pipeline stage consists of only one 3-input multiplexer of keys or data.
Since the critical path delay of these two stage logics are shorter than that of the sort logic in Fig. 8, a higher frequency can be achieved. The number of pipeline stages of the merge network in Fig. 9 is increased to \(2(E-1)\) from \(E-1\) stages in Fig. 8.

Our evaluation shows that the merge network in Fig. 9 is faster than the one in Fig. 8. Therefore, we use the merge network in Fig. 9 as the proposed merge network in the evaluations below.

**E. Modifications for actual implementations**

So far, we have explained the \(E\)-record merge logic and the \(E\)-record merge networks in the assumption that each FIFO never becomes empty until all records of the sequence are dequeued. However, in actual implementations, FIFOs may become empty temporarily.

In addition, we have assumed so far that the merge logic can always output \(E\) records. However, in actual implementations, the merge logic sometimes must stop the record output because the logic connected with the output of the merge logic is not ready to accept records from the merge logic.

We deal with the above problems by adding some functionalities to the merge logic. When any FIFO is empty, we insert dummy records which have the smallest key into the merge network. Dummy records are discarded after being output from the merge network. By this way, the feedback registers are not updated by dummy records and the merge logic performs merge operation correctly. When the merge logic must stop the record output, we stall all registers in the merge network and some registers in the merge logic.

**III. MERGE LOGIC**

Fig. 10 shows the block diagram of our merge logic. The multiplexer between a FIFO and the selector logic is used to insert dummy records when the FIFO is empty as described in section II-E. When the input full signal is set, the stall signal is set. The stall signal stalls the merge network and the selector logic.

To fully exploit the performance gained by using the proposed merge network, other logics in the merge logic should not be a critical path logic. We experimentally found that the critical path delay of the naive selector logic shown in model (b) in Fig. 1 becomes longer than that of the proposed merge network when \(E\) increases. To solve the problem, we propose a pipelined selector logic.

The naive selector logic shown in model (b) in Fig. 1 compares two records at the front of two FIFOs, selects the FIFO containing the smaller record and outputs the \(E\) records of the selected FIFO to the merge network.

In our merge logic, records dequeued from the FIFOs are latched into two stages of pipeline registers \(A0, A1, B0, B1\) in Fig. 10 before being sent to the merge network. Let \(X_{A0}, X_{A1}, X_{B0}, X_{B1}\) be the sets of \(E\) records stored in \(A0, A1, B0,\) and \(B1\), respectively, at cycle \(t\). Let \(m^t_{A0}, m^t_{A1}, m^t_{B0}, m^t_{B1}\) be the smallest records of \(X_{A0}, X_{A1}, X_{B0},\) and \(X_{B1}\), respectively.

At cycle \(t\), the selector logic outputs \(X^t_{A1}\) if \(m^t_{A1} \leq m^t_{B1}\) or \(X^t_{B1}\) otherwise. The comparison of \(m^t_{A1}\) and \(m^t_{B1}\) is performed at cycle \(t-1\) and the result is latched into a pipeline register to be used at cycle \(t\). If \(X^t_{A1}\) is output at cycle \(t-1\), we will have \(m^t_{A1} = m^{t-1}_{A0}\), and \(m^t_{B1} = m^{t-1}_{B0}\). On the other hand, if \(X^t_{B1}\) is output at cycle \(t-1\), we will have \(m^t_{A1} = m^{t-1}_{A1}\), and \(m^t_{B1} = m^{t-1}_{B1}\).

Thus, the selector logic contains two comparators and one multiplexer to select one of the comparison results as shown in Fig. 10.

The critical path logic of the proposed selector logic contains one comparator of two keys and one multiplexer of two 1-bit select signals, or only one multiplexer of two sets of records, each with \(E\) records. On the other hand, the critical path logic of the naive selector logic in model (b) in Fig. 1 consists of one comparator of two keys and one multiplexer of two sets of records, each with \(E\) records. Therefore, the critical path delay of the proposed selector logic is much shorter.

**IV. EVALUATION**

**A. Hardware merge sorter**

\(N\) records can be sorted by recursively using a merge logic. When the merge logic outputs \(E\) records per cycle, the total sorting time is roughly estimated to be \(\frac{N}{E} \log_2 N\) cycles [7].

We define \(W\) as the number of sorted sequences which a hardware merge sorter can merge simultaneously. The sorting time can be reduced by a factor of \(\log_2 W\) by simultaneously merging \(W\) sorted sequences using a hardware merge sorter called a merge tree which is constructed from multiple merge logics. Therefore, most recent hardware merge sorters are based on merge trees [5]-[7], [10].

In this paper, we use the state-of-the-art merge tree proposed in [7] to evaluate our proposed merge logic architecture. As shown in Fig. 11, this merge tree is constructed from merge logics with different sizes and couplers, each is responsible for concatenating two input record sets into one output record set. The number of input sequences \(W\) is equal to \(E\), the number of records can be output per cycle by the merge logic at the

\[4\text{At any cycle } t, \text{ the selector logic explained here always outputs } X^t_{A1} \text{ if } m^t_{A1} = m^t_{B1}. \text{ Because this unevenness may degrade the throughput of the hardware merge sorter discussed in section IV-A, we develop a mechanism where the selector logic can alternately output } X^t_{A1} \text{ and } X^t_{B1}, \text{ when } m^t_{A1} = m^t_{B1}. \text{ However, for simplicity, this mechanism is not shown in Fig. 10.}\]
The throughput of an E-record merge tree becomes smaller than E records per cycle if the dequeue process of one of the input sequences stalls, especially when the input data are not randomly and uniformly distributed, e.g. some input sequences contain many small records while some others contain many large records.

However, the authors of [7] showed that the throughput degradation caused by the above problem is negligible when the input data are randomly and uniformly distributed among the input sequences, which can be achieved by randomly reshuffling the data set before sending it to the merge tree.

B. Evaluation setup

To evaluate our merge tree, we use four metrics: resource utilization, active rate, operating frequency and throughput.

We define the active rate \( \alpha \) (0 < \( \alpha \) ≤ 1) of a merge tree as the ratio of the number of cycles when valid records are output from the merge tree divided by the number of elapsed cycles. \( \alpha \) depends on both the distribution of input data and the sizes of the FIFOs of the merge logics [7].

We use the same methodology as [7] to implement the FIFOs effectively: we use shift register primitive (SRL16E) and the size of each FIFO is set to 16 because one SRL16E can be used as a 16-bit shift register. This configuration makes the comparison between our merge tree and the one in [7] fair.

The throughput \( T \) of an E-record merge tree is calculated by the following equation: \( T = \alpha \times F \times E \), where \( F \) is the operating frequency.

In all evaluations, the width of each record is 66-bit, where the data field is 32-bit and the key field is 34-bit. Two most significant bits of the key field are the finish bit and the valid bit as explained in section I. Since these two bits are just for the control of our merge tree, we calculate the throughput of our merge tree by regarding the record width as 64-bit for the fair comparison with [7] where the key field and the data field of each record are 32 bits wide.

Feedback registers are initialized with dummy records of which the valid bit is zero. After all records in a sequence have been input to the merge tree, the finish bit is set for this sequence. Since a record with the finish bit set is larger than all valid records, the selector logics in the merge tree always prioritize valid records, and thus the merge tree can merge all sequences correctly.

The target FPGA is Virtex7 XC7VX485T which is the same one used in [7]. Our implementations are entirely written in Verilog HDL; only the FIFOs are directly instantiated using the FPGA hardware primitives. We do not manually floorplan the designs. They are placed and routed automatically by Vivado 2016.3.

C. Evaluation results

The main evaluation results are summarized in Table I. We compare the proposed hardware merge sorter (SHMS) with the state-of-the-art merge tree (Parallel Merge Tree, PMT) proposed in [7].

1) Resource utilization analysis: Table I shows that the resource utilization of SHMS is more than that of PMT. When \( E = 32 \), the register and the LUT utilization of SHMS are 7.26x and 1.24x of PMT. SHMS achieves significantly higher frequency and throughput than PMT thanks to the constant number of levels of gates with increasing \( E \) as we will show below, but SHMS requires more resources than PMT.

2) Active rate analysis: To examine the active rate of SHMS, we use Synopsys VCS simulator. As same as [7], the input data sequences of SHMS are randomly generated. Each of them is 1M records long.

We can see in Table I that both SHMS and PMT exhibit very high active rates in every case and the lowest active rate is still 0.968. Thus the effect of the active rate on throughput is small.

3) Frequency analysis: Table I shows the frequencies of SHMS and PMT in five cases: \( E = 2, 4, 8, 16, \) and 32. The result shows that we have achieved significantly higher
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3.13x higher than the highest throughput of PMT.

According to section IV-A, the sorting time of a hardware merge sorter is roughly estimated to be $N \log_2 N / T$ seconds, where $N$ is the number of records to be sorted, $W$ is the number of sequences and $T$ is the throughput (records per second) of the sorter. From this estimation, we can see that

the sorting time of a hardware merge sorter can be reduced by increasing $W$ and improving $T$ in general. Although some studies focus on the former approach, this study and PMT focus on the latter one.

Both PMT and SHMS achieve their shortest sorting time when $E = 32$ and $W = 32$. On these same parameters, since SHMS provides 3.13x higher throughput than PMT as described in section IV-C, we say that SHMS is 3.13x faster than PMT in terms of sorting time.

Secondly, we mention the superiority of the deeply pipelined architecture in section II-D compared to the one in section II-C. Our experimental results show that, if we use the architecture in section II-C instead of the deeply pipelined one for implementing SHMS, the operating frequency of SHMS decreases significantly. For example, in the case of $E = 32$, the frequency is reduced from 311MHz to 220MHz.

Finally, we mention the impact of the pipelined selector logic in Fig. 10 on the operating frequency of SHMS. Our experimental results show that, replacing the pipelined selector logic with the naive one shown in model (b) in Fig. 1 results in a significant decrease in the operating frequency of SHMS. For instance, in the case of $E = 32$, the frequency is reduced to 263MHz from 311MHz.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel and high-performance hardware merge sorter. The proposed hardware merge sorter is the first one where the number of levels of gates is constant with increasing the number of records output per cycle. Our evaluation shows that the proposed hardware merge sorter which simultaneously merges 32 sorted sequences and can output 32 records per cycle operates at 311MHz and achieves the throughput of 617.9 Gb/s which is 3.13x higher than the state-of-the-art hardware merge sorter.
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